
STUDY PROGRAM: University Double Graduate Study in Philosophy 
 

CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES OF STUDY 

Learning outcomes of 

study program 
Individual study program outcomes 

Philosophical disciplines 

– concepts and 

theoretical directions 

In-depth analysis of more complex philosophical concepts and concerns, and their 

proposed solutions by specific disciplines and sub-disciplines in philosophy 

Comprehend, critically analyze and contextualize philosophical theories within specific 

disciplines and sub-disciplines and independently evaluate which theory best answers 

the problems posed 

Critically interpret and evaluate traditions, directions, exponents and approaches in 

philosophy 

Critically contextualize, compare and evaluate philosophical concepts and debates 

within specific historical periods, directions and approaches 

Problematize the meaning and significance of philosophy in comparison to other related 

fields and disciplines, contemporary culture and society 

Advanced critical-

analytical skills and 

methodology 

Critically apply tools of informal logic to identify, analyze and explain arguments when 

solving philosophical problems 

Analyze and evaluate the logical structure of more complex texts, demonstrate logical 

relationships and recognize typical mistakes in argumentation  

Critically apply and demonstrate complex methods and strategies of critical thinking 

Adopt advanced skills in independent reading and interpretation of classic philosophical 

texts skills 

Compare debates that mark specific disciplines in contemporary philosophy collectively, 

and general debates in philosophy and other related fields and disciplines  

Comprehend, analyze and compare methodological approaches in different 

philosophical domains 

Independently create academic works using relevant literature using academic 

convention in citing, paraphrasing, referencing and writing a bibliography 

Apply theoretical settings of different domains of philosophy on real life social problems 

and situations 

Acquire and improve independent and lifelong skills in learning for the purposes of 

individual professional action and social and civic involvement 

General academic 

competencies  

Formulate, justify and defend personal philosophical beliefs and theories 

Differentiate methodologies and approaches in philosophical writing and justify specific 



texts   

Critically analyze scientific literature and sources  

Evaluate different theoretical approaches in philosophy and other general social 

humanities subjects 

Apply different theoretical concepts, philosophical approaches and methods of analysis, 

interpretation and evaluation of social and cultural phenomena and daily processes 

Connect and apply the acquired knowledge and skills through professional institutional 

activities 

 

 

 


